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step three: Elements of great Email
From – sEndEr’s namE and Email addrEss

spam filters will check the “from” line, making accuracy and relevancy a must. a 

“from” email address ending with numbers is a red flag. the most important spam fil-

ter that you must get past is that of the recipient. under can-sp@m compliance, you 

must use a valid and relevant (not misleading) email address. is the email address 

you are using for this campaign one that you always use? is it one that will already 

be identified as a “trusted sender” or known contact or brand to your subscribers? 

if you are creating a campaign for your first time, use an email that someone will 

recognize. 

subjEct

While all recipients read the subject line, a minority (10 to 40 percent) are typically 

opened. knowing who the email is from is of foremost importance. but is the email 

relevant to the recipient? having a short, to the point, relevant subject line is the next 

thing recipients need. this element of an email campaign is one of the easiest to test 

and can have a significant impact on the overall results. is the subject short and to 

the point? is it something that makes one want to open and read more? is it clear of 

any keywords that will trigger spam traps or email filters, ensuring deliverability?

salutation

the greeting is an important element and should be personalized in most instances, 

but occasionally it is better to use a generic term that describes the situation. some-

times it’s best to use no subject line at all. recipients may react better to an email 

that begins with “dear Valued shopper:” as opposed to “dear steve:” this will also 

reinforce the message you are getting across and what the email pertains to. For the 

previous example, such an email has something to do with a previous shopping  

experience and/or a current or future promotion. do you personalize your greeting to 

the individual? does it make the subscriber want to read more?
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PrEviEw PanE

having the most relevant and revealing information in the first couple lines will also 

assist recipients in identifying what your email is about and if they will open it. also 

consider that many people will not scroll down in an outlook preview pane, so  

having a call to action or value proposition toward the top of the email will help  

convert reads to clicks. 

many email programs will display the first few lines of your email in the body of the 

email preview pane. is your call to offer or value proposition clearly visible without 

scrolling? are the alt tags of your images filled out in case some recipients have 

images turned off? is the preview pane going to show and image or text? this is 

important to know as many web-based email systems now default to turn images off 

and will only display the placeholder symbol. making sure that your header or email 

format will allow for clearly visible text and not simply images will increase your 

chances for reads and conversions. 

Many users either have their images 

turned off, or receive text-only email. 

The read/open rate on this campaign  

increased 27% after this clever alt tag 

was added.
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body coPy

What do you want to say to your customer? this is where you want to get your  

message across. Why should your customer do what you want them to do? You need 

to convince your target audience to take an action by showing them why it’s in their 

interest to do so. What is the information or offer, and how much do you need to say 

to encourage click-through to more information or an offer? newsletters traditionally 

employ leads in copy (three to five sentences) with a link to read more. 

writing Effective copy

know your audiEncE

tailor your message to your desired audience and objective. know what motivates your recipi-
ents and use it to determine how to describe the benefits of your offer.  Your “from” line is very 
important. recipients open emails from people and companies they know and respect, so be 
consistent and use your brand. 

bE concisE

Your subject line should be 30-40 characters including spaces - that’s only 5-8 words total. 
Your email copy should consist of simple words, short phrases and paragraphs of only 1-3 short 
sentences.

keep it simple, yet unique and memorable for each email.

includE “call to action” links

Your subscribers can click from your email to “learn more,” “buy now,” “join” etc. sprinkle your 
call-to-action links throughout your email so readers can click whenever they are ready.

crEatE a sEnsE oF urgEncy

limit the offer to a specific time period or to the first 50 customers. try throwing in a bonus (e.g. 
“act now and also receive free shipping, a free estimate or a consultation”) to sweeten the deal. 

ProoFrEad

read your email copy aloud. if you stumble over words or phrases, rewrite it. check your spelling 
and grammar thoroughly. errors not only make your email harder to read, they can make your 
company look unprofessional.
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graPhic ElEmEnts

a picture is worth a thousand words, but the wrong words are worth nothing to a 

prospective customer. images are subject to what a marketer feels is relevant and 

compelling, and could be offensive and mocking to the recipient. Your customer 

wants to something they can relate to and be excited about. is your html formatted 

for all email programs? does your email marketing platform automatically create the 

other versions for you or do you need to create multiple versions of html for  

different platforms? bells and whistles might be important if you are a media or 

gaming property, but simple html always drives the best results and limits errors or 

presentation problems with some email clients.

This email from the Wacom power of the 

pens campaign shows an example of  

effective graphic elements in email. Instead 

of consumers in this email campaign  

receiving product heavy calls to action, 

which can feel overwhelming during the 

holiday email push, they were receiving  

interesting content with tantalizing  

artwork. This was an effective strategy  

allowing Wacom to gain trust and  

credibility with a customer base that  

traditionally does not like to be “sold to.” 
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oFFEr

things must be placed in a logical order. having the email lead off with a value 

proposition or “grabber” is a great way to start out. sidebars can be reserved for 

relative information and reference. leave the main portion of the email to the most 

important attribute. if you are sending out a newsletter, reserve the main column for 

the information you want to give your recipients; and let the secondary column carry 

other items for audience consideration, such as a survey, access to a whitepaper, a 

list of sponsors, etc. is your offer targeted to this list? is it compelling and clearly 

positioned? is it actionable, or does it require additional information to make the 

decision to move forward? have they received this offer before? how did they react? 

have other lists received this or a similar offer or is it something that is the same  

offer on your site that is already known?

call to action – hyPErlinks/buttons

What do you want your customer to do? making a customer search for the next step

is a serious pitfall marketers often overlook. show the email to a coworker or

colleague and see if they can identify what you want the email recipient to do. You

have only a moment to gain the recipient’s attention, so utilize the entire email in

designing most concise and clear path for them to take the desired action. Which

action does not matter; it could be brand awareness, purchase, opt-in to further

emails, participation in a survey, or registration. the important thing is clarity.  

What does your call to action look like?

Top and bottom to the left, linked 

web text and a button image.  

Two examples of a call to action 

that are visually distinct with copy 

that makes customers click.
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step Four: Putting it into action
now that you have decided what you want your campaign to do, to whom you are  

sending it to, and what it is going to look like, you need to make sure the campaign is 

delivered and watched carefully.

saas or in-housE Email markEting PlatForm?

the ultimate success of an email newsletter or direct response campaign resides in the 

technology. You have a limited set of options when it comes to managing large volumes 

of emails on a regular basis. as a company, you can build, buy or rent an email marketing 

solution. building an email development, distribution and tracking application in-house 

allows for total customization, but can be cost-prohibitive and require multiple people on 

your payroll to maintain. often, time is of the essence in email campaigns. requiring  

in-house resources (that may be shared by different departments) can delay your  

campaign and buying an application can also be costly to purchase and install, let  

alone maintain.

Various software and service providers offer applications that help create, send and track 

emails. many of these are application service providers (asps), which mean that they 

allow you to “rent” the use of the platform. not only is the asp model less risky from a 

cost perspective, you typically get the benefit of ongoing support and upgrades as part 

of the package. more robust applications integrate with your site traffic analysis and crm 

software. most importantly, the purchase decision for asp software resides with  

marketing, rather than it, as it is a separate entity that does not effect the internal  

corporate network. knowing the privacy, data and security policies of an asp is very 

important as you will trust this solution with your customer and data. by choosing a 

company that has a proven track record, clear policies, expert support and the ability to 

provide a flexible cost environment, you will be successful and stay a step ahead of those 

with in-house software solutions.
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•  multipart auto-detection systems—deliver whichever format is best for each 

recipient, whether it be html or text

•  personalize messages by name or other pre-determined element to each 

group or individual

•  auto-responder technology to send emails based on actions of subscribers

•  track sends, bounces, unsubscribes, opens, clicks and forward-to-a-friends

•  track recipient behavior once they are on the website (conversion data)

•  automatically manage bounces, unsubscribes and website registrations

•  segment list by unique recipient attributes for future communications

•  data security and support

•  dynamic data fields to deliver targeted information

standardizEd sEt oF FEaturEs you should considEr whEn  

Evaluating various solutions:

•  create html and text emails without knowing html - WYsiWYg

•  upload and manage email lists in an automated fashion and provide  

integration tools that can be used in your website
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step 5: tracking and measuring roi
With direct mail, you may never know how effective your campaign was unless you 

required the recipient to bring in the postcard, or call with a reference number. (pin 

code has eliminated that. at minimum, an email platform should be able to track:

it is very helpful to have access to the above information, but they only provide  

high-level statistics. the aforementioned statistics are helpful if you want to test how 

good a list is or what regional or demographical differences exist, but they do not tell 

you much about what is going on after they click through to your website.

being able to track beyond the click is something that email marketers and platforms 

have had a very difficult time developing—eroi’s emailroi platform has this func-

tionality. by being able to track actions beyond a click to website, you can gather 

useful information that was previously unattainable. You could make assumptions 

based on coincidence, but what cFo makes financial decisions based on “chance”?

sEnt:

the number of emails sent

rEads:

the number of people that opened your email

clicks:

the number of recipients that opened the email and clicked on one of  

the links

bouncEd:

emails that returned for a variety of reasons (email address does not exist, 

bad domain, connection problems with mail host, filtered, etc.)

convErsions:

Form fields filled out, downloads, transactions completed, and in the case of 

advertisers, general traffic
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Why is it important to track a customer from email receipt to shopping cart or 

whitepaper download? Well, if you work like most successful businesses, you want to 

know if your dollars are being spent wisely. most email platforms give you the ability 

to provide campaign statistics but what a customer does beyond that is a shot in the 

dark. emailroi lets you accurately assess return on investment. if a company spent 

$1,000 on an email campaign and looked at the eroitracks data to find the company 

realized $10,000 worth of revenue from that very campaign, you could decidedly say 

the campaign was a success.

statistics drill-down to email recipients who have read, clicked, unsubscribed or who 

have sent the email to a friend. detailed graphs break out email recipients who have 

read or clicked on the email once, twice, three+ times. email click-through is also 

overlaid on the email creative.

analyze this
the most common mistake novice email marketers make is not thoroughly analyzing 

their campaign data. investing some time into review of response data is important, 

because when done properly it will help determine what worked, what didn’t and 

help you set the course for your next email. most email application providers offer 

enough data to determine which elements work best, assuming you have a solid 

understanding of their reporting engine. the best way to understand how well a 

campaign performed is to benchmark it against similar campaigns. the more often 

you send and test emails, the better the benchmarks. over time, you will get a feel 

for what types of offers and calls to action work best. as we mentioned earlier, email 

marketing is an iterative, ongoing process.

When analyzing the success of an email marketing campaign, it’s important to un-

derstand how the overall campaign will generate a return on investment. the basic 

formula for determining return on investment (roi) is campaign revenue over cost. 

For example, an email campaign that cost a company $1,000 and generated $2,000 

in sales resulted in an roi of 2 to 1 (200%). 

campaign revenue can be difficult to determine without establishing proper metrics 

and tracking. While most campaigns are designed to generate revenue, few have the 

infrastructure in place to accurately track email-generated sales vs. other channels. 

one of the easiest ways to track roi for sales is to track the number of hits on an or-

der confirmation page that originated from an email. For more complex products or 
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services that are not sold via e-commerce, other metrics must be incorporated. For 

campaigns with a call to action involving a download or registration, the company 

must first calculate the value of each “qualified lead” in order to determine what the 

roi will be. this is best accomplished by backward-calculating the cost of each new 

customer.

For example, one company determined that 1 in every 10 free trial registrations  

resulted in a $1,500 sale (or a 10 percent conversion rate), and was worth $1,000 

in profit. in order to break even on a campaign that cost $2,000, they would have 

to generate 2 new customers, or 20 registrations. if their industry standard click-

through rate was 5 percent, that would require them to have a list of at least 400 

emails in order to achieve a break even. any increase in list size, response or  

conversion would be pure profit. 

costs can be difficult to accurately  

assess, especially if in-house resources are utilized. When calculating overall costs, 

be sure to include time and money spent on all aspects of a campaign: list, strategy, 

creative, infrastructure, testing and analysis. since in-house talent is difficult to assess 

from a cost-perspective, we’ll focus on outsourced costs. as  

discussed earlier in this chapter, list rental fees range from .05 to .50 per name. typi-

cal strategy, creative and analysis provided by email marketing agencies varies in 

price per hour. asp email service providers can charge anywhere from .05 to .0025 

per email to send, depending on volume.

conclusion
over the course of this guide, we’ve covered various components of a successful 

campaign, including: the benefits of email marketing, strategy, creative,  

infrastructure, testing and analysis. We hope you’ve found value in our overview and 

recommendations. all of this information fuels improvements that increase open, 

read and response rates, and improve the efficacy of your site in supporting the  

acquisition of prospects and their conversion to customers. When it comes to making 

sales, every conversion counts.

For more information regarding eroi or emailroi please feel free to call  

503-221-6200 or email sales@eroi.com. You can also visit eroi on the web at  

eroi.com. For more in-depth product information on the emailroi platform,  

please visit emailroi.com.


